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An excellent textbook on marketing management. It is comprehensive
and a joy to read. What I liked most are the interesting and unique case
studies from Asia including Vietnam, Sri Lanka, India and Bangladesh.
A unique feature of the book are separate chapters on social business
and rural marketing.

— Jagdish Sheth, Charles H. Kellstadt Professor of Marketing,
Goizueta Business School, Emory University, USA

Marketing as a discipline has made tremendous strides in the last 20
years. It has become far more scientific with appropriate frameworks to
better support different aspects of marketing decision making. This book
compiled by Syed Saad Andaleeb and Khalid Hasan does a masterful job
of capturing these various frameworks in an up-to-date manner and
bringing to its readers in an easily accessible form. There is no major con-
cept that the book has left out, yet it is succinct and immensely readable.
But the real benefit of the book is its inclusion of excellent cases from
South Asia to anchor and animate the concepts in the chapter. This has
been the singular gap in the outstanding marketing text books produced
in the last three decades. Every one of them uses illustrations from wes-
tern developed markets, making it very hard for students in South Asia to
grasp the frameworks in a context they are not familiar with. Marketing
being an applied discipline, context is very important and goes a long
way in helping students interpret and grasp the concepts and frameworks
in a lasting manner. The Andaleeb and Hasan marketing text is brilliant in
that regard and will help thousands of students become better marketers.

— Kasturi Rangan, Malcolm P. McNair Professor of Marketing,
Harvard Business School, USA

With the complexities and challenges of globalization, while markets
have rapidly developed, each market is likely to be at a different stage of
development, governed by various sets of institutional and cultural rules
and practices. In this context, marketing orientation and market-driven
strategies have become keys to success in delivering superior value to
customers

I am delighted to see the book — Strategic Marketing Management in
Asia—with a South Asia emphasis (one of the largest population centers in
the world) that describes problems and challenges faced by organizations
and firms in the region. The contribution of the book is indeed invaluable
and will serve to inform localized strategy combined with generalized prin-
ciples to add relevance to the study of markets and marketing.

— Abdul Mannan, Chairman,
University Grants Commission,

Bangladesh
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Dedicated to the extraordinary Marketing educators and practitioners in
the Asian region who continue to inspire marketing thinking; and to my
wife and friend, Shahnaz, for her unconditional support of our endeavor
to bring strategic marketing management in Asia to the reader.

— Syed Saad Andaleeb

Dedicated to all who have come into my life and inspired, touched, and
illuminated it with positive energy. And to Nazmun, my wife, and
Tasnia and Abid, my children, who stood by with love and caring which
inspired me to work on this book to help create a better world for future
generations!

— Khalid Hasan

The Editors and the Publisher express with deepest and heartfelt
condolences that Professor Uditha Liyanage passed away
recently. Our thoughts and prayers are with him and his loving
family.
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Preface

This book was written to create a unique strategic marketing
management book that would be contextually relevant for Asian
students and managers interested in understanding the basics of
marketing, as well as for those who desire to glean insights into
the application of marketing in the region. The book provides
exposure to marketing concepts in succinct form, embellished by
cases, to create excitement about Asian approaches, in addition to
informing students about the giant strides that Asian businesses
are making toward building the largest global economy!

Asia comprises more than 60 percent of the global population
with about 4.4 billion people living in roughly 51 sovereign
nations. According to financial forecasts, Asia is the fastest
growing economic region in the world and the largest continental
economy by purchasing power parity (PPP). The continent is
currently undergoing rapid growth and industrialization spear-
headed by China and India, the two fastest growing and major
economies in the world.

Considering the availability of a productive labor force and
rapid economic growth, Asian markets represent tremendous
opportunities for firms despite the presence of a unique set of
complex challenges such as poverty, climate change, literacy rates,
gender disparities, political unrest, governance failures, and so on.

To continue the current growth momentum, excel in all phases
of business, and create future business leadership in Asia
and across the globe, there is a felt need to gain a deeper
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understanding of the Asian business environment and ways of
creating effective marketing strategies in the region that will help
grow various businesses. This book on marketing management,
embellished with Asian cases, will help students understand key
issues in marketing, especially in the context of changing economic
and related challenges in Asia. The cases in this book address how
marketing opportunities need to be created, how to leverage
constrained capabilities, and how to create sustainable and compe-
titive advantage to pursue profitable growth in Asia, especially
South Asia. Specific cases in this book are drawn from Bangladesh,
India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
and Vietnam.

Asia is a region of vast diversity in terms of geography, popula-
tion size, political and social systems, as well as economic
resources. A region of majestic mountains, arid deserts, humid to
extremely cold weather, densely populated urban centers and
remote rural communities, Asian countries are classified across the
spectrum — from low-income to mid- and relatively high-income
countries. For instance, China and India are the largest countries
in the region by population and total economic output. Despite
China’s place as the world’s second largest economy and one of
the most rapidly growing countries in the world, it is still classi-
fied as a developing country. Similarly, India being known as
another “growing giant in Asia” still faces huge challenges on
many social indicators. Other South Asian countries are mostly
classified as low to middle-income countries. South East Asian
countries other than Singapore — such as Malaysia, Thailand, and
Indonesia — are striving to move from middle to upper middle
income status. Countries like Singapore and Japan are already
labeled as developed countries.

Within the developing countries in Asia, marketing and devel-
opment are intimately intertwined and the challenges many. For
example, in marketing channels — from manufacturers, suppliers,
distributors, and retailers to customers and end users — many
institutions, processes, and activities need to be in place and
functioning smoothly before marketing’s contributions to develop-
ment become readily apparent. There are infrastructure related
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issues — roads, electricity, and media availability to name but a
few — that affect how goods are produced, transported, pro-
moted, and consumed. Then there are governance and institu-
tional issues — in terms of financial and human capital, as well as
raw materials — that influence both production and consumption
of goods and services. Finally, there are practices that affect how
smoothly institutions function to enable participants to engage
with the market in a sustained manner, ethically and with a long
term view of exchange.

Governments in these countries have already adopted policies
that address the variety of complex problems created by natural
disasters, population boom, and economic disparity that have led
to positive socio-economic changes including improvements in
health status, increase in literacy and education rates, progress in
gender balance, building of transportation and communications
facilities, and generation of employment. Accesses to information,
products, and programs have been impacted by increases in
media’s reach among the rural and urban populations. Broadcast
media such as radio and television have also made significant
inroads into the dispersed population in South Asia.

Uniqueness of this Book

Strategic Marketing Management in Asia was written based on three
decades of teaching, research, and practical experience, both in
Asia and in the developed markets, which we believe will provide
a unique blend of materials to our valued readers. As we know,
Asia is the most dynamic economic region at present. Asian
countries have a young labor force, as well as a strong consumer
base. To fully understand the ramifications, we felt that there was
a need for a strategic marketing management case book that must
go beyond any typical case-based text book. The book was thus
planned to be written with full-length practical cases backed by
(1) a careful exposition of the basic concepts in marketing and
(2) discussion notes on key issues. This approach was either miss-
ing from other text or case books or somehow ignored. Keeping
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this in mind, we deliberated extensively on positioning before
embarking on writing this book.

The text and cases were written very lucidly so that students in
Asia can easily grasp the knowledge and concepts of marketing.
Readers will also find many action-oriented strategies in the cases
that are used by successful entrepreneurs and organizations.

Another unique feature of the book is the combination of cases
from profit-making companies and not-for-profit international
organizations that target social causes. For instances, there are
cases on poverty alleviation, nutrition, HIV/AIDS, rural market-
ing, social marketing, and social business. On the other hand,
there are also cases from leading brands of MNCs including
Unilever, P&G, Tata, Maruti, Subaru, Square, Maybank, Birla, etc.

We also wanted to emphasize to students the need to under-
stand the importance of research, be it quantitative or qualitative.
Research-supported strategy can become a distinguishing feature
of innovative firms vying for market share and profits.

Finally, this book result from the contributions of a galaxy of
experienced and globally recognized professionals in their own
areas in marketing. Different chapters on marketing management
were contributed by scholars doing research in specific fields
while working in leading universities and organizations in differ-
ent countries.

We would also like to note that this book does not favor any
particular industry and/or country. Rather, the students, whether
they are interested in consumer packaged goods, high-tech mar-
keting, services, research, rural markets, social business, or pricing,
will find something useful in this book for them.

We believe this book is an ideal text to use in undergraduate,
MBA, and executive development courses where a first-hand but
deep exposure to marketing is the goal.

Organization of the Book

This book is divided into four parts, the contents of which follow
a specific sequence: (1) introduction to marketing, the environment
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of marketing, marketing strategy and decision-making processes,
(2) understanding consumers and the importance of segmentation,
targeting, and positioning, (3) marketing-mix decisions, and (4)
special topics such as services marketing, social marketing, social
business, and rural marketing that cut across all of the preceding
material. The special topics are particularly relevant for marketing
in the 21st century.

Chapter 1: Evolution of Marketing as a Discipline. It covers the
basics of marketing: evolution and definition, why it is important
in business, and the importance of a customer/competitor
orientation.

Key benefits: The text and case will introduce students to the
importance of being customer-oriented and to focus on both the
external and internal aspects of business.

Chapter 2: Marketing Environment. This chapter examines the
macro-environment affecting marketing analysis and decisions.

Key benefits: The chapter provides students with a better under-
standing of the organizational environment within which market-
ing decisions are made. The case shows how Maybank’s actions in
recent years have been affected by social, economic, regulatory,
and technological forces in Asia, and how decisions were made to
continue their growth by satisfying customer needs.

Chapter 3: Strategic Planning and Marketing Models. This chap-
ter covers the “behind the scenes” work that marketing managers
need to do in framing specific decisions before and during various
phases and activities of business.

Key benefits: It provides a deeper understanding of strategic tools
and techniques such as SWOT analysis, value chain model, and
Ansoff’s Product Market Grid. Cases from two countries demon-
strate the practical use of strategic models.

Chapter 4: Marketing Research. This chapter shows how market
research is fundamental to the development of a marketing
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strategy and covers both quantitative and qualitative aspects of
research. The chapter focuses on various aspects of research
design, such as framing objectives, identifying sources of informa-
tion including primary and secondary data, sampling, and
methods of estimating market potential.

Key benefits: Demonstrates to students how to use research techni-
ques for real life situations. The two cases on quantitative and
qualitative techniques show how research projects can help solve
“problems” in creative ways.

Chapter 5: Consumer Behavior. This chapter covers the basics of
why and how consumers (individuals) make purchasing decisions.
The first part examines the various factors — cultural, social, per-
sonal, and psychological — that influence decisions. The second
part examines steps in the purchase process and how marketers
can play a role in each step to sway a consumer’s preferences and
ultimate choice.

Key benefits: Leads the students to understand the importance of
consumer behavior in the development of a marketing strategy.

Chapter 6: Market Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning.
The chapter provides the students with a basic understanding of
Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning.

Key benefits: Students will be able to understand the need for
segmentation and how to position a product in selected target
markets. In addition to explaining concepts, the chapter refers to a
real life segmentation situation through analyzing a case.

Chapter 7: Product Decisions. This chapter shows how product
decisions must fit an overall strategic framework. Various aspects
of product decisions (branding, packaging, new product develop-
ment) are broken into subsequent chapters to elucidate their
importance.

Key benefits: Enables students to relate to an important pillar of
the “4Ps.” The cases on Tata Nano and Bajaj scooter will enrich
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students’ perspectives on how these two products addressed the
transportation needs of millions of low-income people in India.

Chapter 8: New Product Development. The chapter looks into
developing new products, the lifeblood of an organization.
Students will learn, though, that NPD is risky and many new
products fail. Once introduced, marketers want their products to
enjoy long and happy lives. Sustaining products through the
product lifecycle is discussed.

Key benefits: Since new products serve as the lifeline of any busi-
ness, students will understand the complexities of developing and
introducing new products. The case focuses on the launch of a
well-known global brand, Ariel, in Pakistan.

Chapter 9: Packaging. This chapter examines various decisions
concerning the packaging of products: from objective setting to
strategic thinking that helps integrate and align packaging deci-
sions with other broader objectives such as positioning, communi-
cation, branding, etc.

Key benefits: Gives students a better understanding of a variety of
tests that packages need to undergo — from visual to technical,
consumer, retail, recognition, and related tests.

Chapter 10: Branding and Brand Management. Vital to forming
identity and positioning, this chapter explains why branding is
considered today as central to marketing. The chapter examines
why branding has become a “buzz” word in today’s business
world. From a consumer’s perspective, it can facilitate decision-
making and purchase.

Key benefits: Because of the role and importance accorded to brand-
ing, two chapters (Chapters 10 and 11) are devoted to this vital
marketing activity, addressing basic concepts and ideas in branding.

Chapter 11: Consumer Behavior and the Anatomy of a Brand.
This chapter provides a more detailed anatomy of branding and
the processes involved.
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Key benefits: Students will have a complete understanding of
branding and its anatomy. The cases focus on how consumer
behavior influences branding of any product or service. There are
interesting cases on both products and services.

Chapter 12: Services Marketing. This chapter discusses the
importance of services in most industries. The chapter specifically
addresses how services can add greater value to customers and
what makes services marketing different from product marketing.

Key benefits: Students will learn that the competition has
increased in intensity in various industries; as a consequence,
firms have turned to service differentiation — from faster com-
plaint resolution and on-time delivery to wait minimization and
friendly, sympathetic responses.

Chapter 13: Pricing Strategy. It is one of the vital elements of the
marketing mix and has come to take center-stage in marketing
warfare. The chapter focuses on the importance of understanding
the concept of customer value, how much customers are willing to
pay for a product or service, and how “value for money” can
drive purchase behavior.

Key benefits: Students should understand all about pricing from
an important case on Indian Airlines and how pricing decisions
are systematically made for survival in a given industry.

Chapter 14: IntegratedMarketing Channels. The chapter covers con-
cepts like the value chain, channel structures, multi-level marketing,
direct marketing and market coverage strategies, as well as use of the
Internet as a channel. The chapter also discusses the importance of
retailing andwholesaling and supply chain management.

Key benefits: Students will better appreciate the wide variety of
channel options that exist today.

Chapter 15: Integrated Marketing Communications. This chapter
covers the basic tools of communication and emphasizes how it is
changing due to various media vehicles such as mobile, electronic
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media, Internet, and the Web, and various social media vehicles
(such as Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn, and so on).

Key benefits: Students will have a better understanding of the
“communication mix” through integrated marketing communica-
tions. Student will also learn about ethical issues surrounding
communication strategies and best practices.

Chapter 16: Sales Force Management. A sales force serves as a
company’s personal link to its customers. The ultimate objective of
sales management is to influence the sales force to get sales orders.
This chapter briefly reviews some of the key issues on sales force
management.

Key benefits: Students will learn how to select, train and retain a
“performing” sales force for attracting customers and to aid the
growth of the business.

Chapter 17: Social Marketing and Social Business. This is one of
the two special chapters included in this book. Students will be
familiar with these important aspects of modern businesses. The
world is going through a turbulent journey with economic and
financial bumps impacting our lives and businesses. At the same
time, increasing levels of poverty and unemployment are creating
social and political unrest and challenging our quality of life
everyday across the globe.

Key benefits: The student will learn about the importance of social
marketing and a new concept — social business. Here we have
highlighted the concept of Social Business as initiated by Nobel
Peace Laureate Professor Muhammad Yunus.

Chapter 18: Rural Marketing. This is another special chapter.
Marketers have started looking at the large mass of consumers liv-
ing in the rural areas whose purchasing power has been growing
slowly but surely. The population in the rural markets is more
than the urban populations in Asia. This chapter examines the dif-
ferences between urban and rural markets and offers insights into
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how things may be done differently from a marketer’s perspective
to gain share of this lucrative and emerging market.

Key benefits: Students will gain many good ideas about the grow-
ing rural markets and marketing strategies to fit their specific
needs.

Key Pedagogical Features

A variety of pedagogical features have been integrated throughout
this text to enhance the learning experience for students.

• Chapter Briefs. Each chapter in this text begins with a brief
roadmap to the chapter.

• Chapter-opening Text. Following the brief outline, the text
on the specific topics narrates all about the topics in a lucid
language so that students in different countries, especially in
Asia, can understand and internalize various aspects of the
chapter easily.

• Chapter-ending Cases. A chapter-ending case(s) provide(s)
the reader with (1) an interesting, contemporary, real-world
company situation; and (2) a context within which the reader
can easily see how the chapter material can be applied in the
marketing decision-making process.

• Examples of Real Companies and Real Strategies. In all of
the chapters, real company examples are used for emphasis.

• Figures, Photos, and Hot-linked Company Names.
Figures and photos are used to reinforce the concepts raised.
To reinforce the relationship of the material to information
technology and to help students follow up when interested,
company names are “hot linked” in blue and the text’s Web
site address is provided in the “endnote”.

• End-of-Chapter Questions. There are “Questions for
Discussion” at the end of each chapter.
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• Discussion Note. As to the questions, there are discussion
notes written by the authors of respective cases. This is
expected to assist the readers to convey the ideas in the book
and help orient students to the key issues.

Syed Saad Andaleeb
Khalid Hasan

Editors
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Foreword

South Asia is home to between a quarter and a fifth of humanity.
The economies of the region are among the fastest growing in the
world. South Asian consumers are at once aspirational and value-
conscious, and drive the firms that compete for customers to con-
stantly innovate in order to differentiate and grow. Some of the
world’s largest companies from the most developed economies of
the world operate here and frequently find themselves brought up
short due to home grown rivals. Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis,
Sri Lankans, Nepalese, Bhutanese: all have marketing running
through their veins, either as shop-keepers or start-up entrepre-
neurs, managers in multinationals or consumers trying to feed,
house, and clothe their families. Many South Asians, of those who
do not practice marketing, have gone on to research and teaching,
often in the best universities and business schools of the West. So
much so that South Asia has made a disproportionate contribution
to global marketing thought and writing.

All the more surprising then that very few business or market-
ing books exist that speak to the reality of South Asia. Despite its
vibrancy, despite it having produced so many great marketing
thinkers (and even more great marketing practitioners), there is
very little quality documentation of how marketing is done in this
vast subcontinent. The book that you hold in your hands aims to
change that. A product of careful thought and research, and excel-
lent writing and presentation, Syed Saad Andaleeb and Khalid
Hasan, have brought you a book that will not only inform you
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about marketing in Asia, with emphasis on South Asia, but also
inspire you to practise it yourself and raise the standard of busi-
ness and management in the region in the process.

There are several things to say about what makes this book
special.

First, it is a text + case book. This is important for the simple
reason that marketing (like business more generally) isn’t just
about theory, concepts, and facts. It is also very much about prac-
tice. The text part of this book provides the theory; the cases pro-
vide the in-depth, “learning by doing” context of marketing
practice. Moreover, while concepts and theory tend to be univer-
sal, practice is very much local, and needs to take into account the
particularities of local custom, infrastructure, political and legal
institutions, and so on. This book does an excellent job of account-
ing for the local specificity that makes South Asia so interesting
and colorful. It ensures that you learn not only about marketing
but also South Asia, as well as about marketing in South Asia.

Second, because of the broad sweep of the topics covered,
alongside the depth with which they are treated, this book is use-
ful both for those setting out to study marketing (e.g., as a first
course in marketing) as well as for those who may be more sea-
soned practitioners of business (e.g., managers in executive pro-
grams in marketing).

Third, as I mention above, the uniqueness of this book lies in its
broad Asian and more specifically South Asian focus. The world’s
economic centre of gravity has been shifting inexorably eastwards
over the last decade or two, and this shift is set to continue for
many years to come. This is in large part due to the growing
young population of the region, which is in turn driving its
growth and global economic importance. Learning about market-
ing in South Asia means learning about marketing in a large and
increasingly important part of the world.

Fourth, the book explores new angles and areas such as social
and rural marketing, topics that are rarely addressed in standard
Western text books that cover marketing in the West. South Asia
is a pioneer in social marketing (think about microfinance and the
many social enterprises in finance, health, education, and energy
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that the region has produced). This book not only tells us about
how to do social marketing in South Asia, it also prepares us to
think about how these ideas might be applied in other parts of the
world, both parts that share similarities to South Asia (such as
Africa) as well as those that don’t (such as Western Europe and
North America where social business is increasingly widespread).
Equally, large parts of South Asia are rural. Historically, most
marketing books have sought to describe the urban reality and
prepare the next generation of marketers to work in that reality.
But new exciting opportunities are opening up all the time in South
Asia to develop products and services for rural consumers and to
find ways to involve them in these solutions and markets. Indeed,
this is where rural marketing often meets social marketing. Again,
South Asia is in the vanguard and this book will prepare you for cut-
ting edge thinking that applies to other parts of the world as well.

Fifth, for people who have never lived in or visited South Asia,
the region can be both fascinating as well as bewilderingly com-
plex. How, if you are American or European (and therefore more
likely to be comparatively rich, urban, and educated), can you
learn to work with consumers who are poor, rural, and semi-
literate? What does it take to develop products and services for
such a market and achieve scale? This book offers students from
other parts of the world a powerful way to gain experience of
Asia and Asian markets.

Sixth, the book offers insights, frameworks, and practical tools
not only for managers in the private sector but also for bureaucrats
and policy makers. In South Asia, the bureaucracy and govern-
ment are still very present in the lives of the people and are a sig-
nificant player in the economy. Civil servants are not only
responsible for the delivery of core public services, they also run
public sector companies and help set policies that they must even-
tually implement. This book speaks to such an audience and
exposes them to “marketing” issues and strategies that they can
adopt to improve the effectiveness of the way the public sector
serves citizen-consumers.

This book is both timely and timeless. Timely because it
addresses a topic — marketing — that is particularly relevant to a
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region — South Asia — that is turning into a global powerhouse
of consumption-led growth. And timeless because it addresses
themes and issues that have relevance not only for South Asia
now, but for the world in times to come. I have no doubt that it
will be regarded as essential reading for marketers of all shades
and stripes, in all kinds of sectors, everywhere.

Jaideep Prabhu
Professor of Marketing &

Nehru Chair of Indian Business,
Judge Business School, University of Cambridge, UK
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�1▾Evolution of
Marketing as a
Discipline

Syed Ferhat Anwar

Society continues to challenge marketing to justify its
process and outcomes.

— Alan R. Andreasen

This chapter examines the evolution of marketing from its early years to its modern
manifestation. Its objective is to provide the students with a basic understanding of
Marketing and familiarize them with the concept and terminology used in market-
ing, as well as to make students understand the fundamental concepts of marketing.

The concept of marketing has evolved over time. One can even be
so bold as to conjecture that it is as old as the process of transac-
tion itself. However, as a proper and discretely structured frame-
work, the advent of marketing is fairly recent, roughly around the
1900s, when it began to divorce itself from its founding discipline
“economics.” Many significant changes have occurred in market-
ing that have touched almost all spheres of human civilization,
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globally. Thus, companies no longer operate in the way they did
in the last century.

It is interesting to note how much can be learned from the gra-
dual changes in the official definition of marketing over the years.
The following is a timeline of the changes in the marketing era.1�5

Pre Industrial
Revolution

Simple Trade 
Era

1980s–1920s

Production 
Era

1920s–1940s

Sales Era

1940s-1960s

Marketing 
Department

Era

Decade of
60s

Marketing 
Company Era

Decade of
70s

Begining of
E-Commerce

Decade of
80s

Emergence
of Gurella 

Marketing &
Branding 

Decade of
90s

Emergence
of CRM, IMC
& Real Time
Marketing

Last Decade
of 20th
Century

Emergence
of Social & 

Green 
marketing

Begining of
21st Century
Emergence
of Scietal
Marketing,

Viral
Marketing,

Social Media
Marketing, &

Global
Marketing

• “Marketing consists of those activities involved in the flow of
goods and services from the point of production to the point
of consumption” (American Marketing Association, 1938).6

• “Marketing is the process of planning and executing the con-
ception, pricing, promotion and distribution of ideas, goods
and services to create exchange and satisfy individual and orga-
nizational objectives” (American Marketing Association, 1985).7

• “Marketing is the management process that identifies, anti-
cipates and supplies customer requirements efficiently and
profitably” (The Chartered Institute of Marketing, 2003).8

• “Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes
for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging
offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and
society at large” (American Marketing Association, 2007).9
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It is particularly noteworthy how the objective of marketing has
slowly shifted from bare, cold economic facts, to “organizational
objectives,” and finally, inexorably, to the wants and necessities of
the consuming end. This “value for customers, clients, partners,
and society at large” approach has set the pace for much of the
development in marketing in the last 30 years. And these changes
have been drastic, conforming to the volatile, constantly evolving
nature of consumer wants.

By 1900, marketing had become more than just a business prin-
ciple. This era marked the blooming of the concept that demand
consisted of more than just simple purchasing power. The idea
that “marketing and commercials are synonymous” began to lose
steam and marketing became the study of the mind. As human
minds are constantly seeking new ideas, marketing is also con-
stantly evolving. The twentieth century was when other disci-
plines such as economics, psychology, and sociology lent concepts
to marketing which itself became a focus that opened doors to
millions of other opportunities. Today, marketing is everywhere
and it is affecting us in more ways than we can think. Perhaps we
can say that modern marketing took root in the early 1970s.

Society and marketing go hand-in-hand and the influence that
each had on the other was undeniable. However, since 1980 mar-
keting has constantly and consistently evolved at a fast pace.
Thus, the trajectory of marketing continues to reflect broader busi-
ness, economic, and cultural trends.

The main objective of marketing is to provide value and
satisfy customers. Customers live in society and are influenced by
changes therein; consequently, societal changes must, in some
form or shape, affect marketing as well.

In the early 1990s, microcomputers and local area networks
(LANs) made it possible for companies to have a customer data-
base. This is when database marketing moved into the main-
stream. Forward thinking companies applied the technology to
better understand their customers. In turn, they were able to target
their marketing efforts to meet their customers’ wants and needs.
These forward thinking companies began to raise the bar for their
competition by reaching out to customers on a more personalized
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